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Keep your drivers and your customers connected by transforming your distribution 
processes. Using planned scheduling & routing, TIMS Scheduler helps you eliminate 

unnecessary delivery costs.

Scheduling & Logistics

 | Create efficient and optimized routes for deliveries.
 | Answer customer delivery status inquiries with real-time delivery updates.
 | Add to delivery schedule, re-route deliveries, even schedule in milk-runs.
 | Use Delivery Activities to assign delivery times to specific products.

Insights

 | View by Calendar, List, & Map. 
 | Zoom in and out on routes to view full stop details. 
 | View Calendar by day or by week.
 | See all stops for single or multiple trucks.
 | See where a driver has been and where they are now, in real-time.
 | Separate orders for routing based on ship via/branch or products.
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Truck Details display items on individual 
trucks for committed orders and any base 
truck stock or ‘par levels’ defined for the 
truck. You can also view valuable truck 
information such as weight and area to 

keep your trucks running as efficiently as 
possible.  

Scheduler Reports:

 | Truck Manifest Report — shows the contents of a particular truck.
 | Delivery Trip Report — route information broken up by stop.
 | Truck Load Sheet — includes a list of all items on all orders for a specific day/specific truck.
 | Delivery Performance Report — see how long drivers are at a particular stop, total deliveries made, 

what was delivered, and how long it took to process the order.

Product Specifications: Available in TIMS 7 and above.
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Orders can be 
assigned to a route 

individually or select 
and assign multiple 
orders at one time.  
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